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ABSTRACT 

Ice accretion on aircraft components starts when an aircraft flies through atmospheric clouds containing 

supercooled liquid droplets, which have a temperature below freezing point but are still in a liquid state. Ice accretion 

occurs when water droplets impinge and freeze on the unprotected frontal regions of aircraft surfaces. The accumulated ice 

on aircraft components degrades the aircraft performance and causes serious flight problems. In this study, a computational 

fluid dynamics package is developed using open-source software. The created package is used to predict rime and glaze ice 

shapes on a wing airfoil for different icing condition cases. The results show a satisfactory agreement in ice shape 

prediction obtained using the OpenFOAM and Octave software with the corresponding data in the literature. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ice accretion takes place on aircraft components 

such as the wing, tail, and engine inlet during flight 

through clouds containing supercooled water droplets. 

Although the ambient temperature is below the freezing 

temperature in the range between −40 𝑜𝐶 and 0 𝑜𝐶, 

supercooled droplets tend to remain in a liquid phase due 

to the absence of solid particles in the atmosphere. Dust, 

smoke particles and salt crystals suspended in the air 

function as nuclei needed for the solidification process. 

Based on many icing factors such as ambient temperature, 

liquid water content and supercooled droplet diameter, ice 

accretion begins to occur as soon as supercooled droplets 

impinge the unprotected areas of the aircraft surfaces [1]. 

As a result, the aerodynamic shape of the airfoil changes, 

causing a reduction in the lift coefficient and an increase 

in the drag coefficient, thereby reducing aircraft 

performance [2]. The accumulated ice on the aircraft 

surfaces can be generally classified into two types: rime 

ice and glaze ice. The former is typically formed at low-

ambient temperatures, low liquid water content (LWC) 

and low droplet median volume diameter (MVD), when 

supercooled droplets impinge on the wing’s leading edge 

and freeze immediately and entirely. Rime ice is 

characterized by low density, opaque, soft, milky 

appearance and exhibits streamlined shapes [3]. Glaze ice 

is formed at ambient temperatures just below freezing, 

high air liquid water content, high relative impact speed 

and large water droplet diameters. Supercooled droplets in 

glaze ice conditions do not freeze completely in the 

impingement zone, and a portion of the water droplets 

remains in a liquid phase and runs back along the airfoil 

surface. Glaze ice is characterized by higher density, 

transparent and irregular shape with protrusions [4]. 

Although there are a few institutional and 

commercial ice accretion simulation packages available in 

numerical ice prediction community, such as LEWICE by 

NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration), 

DRA by Defense Research Agency in England, ONERA 

by the Office National D'etudes Et de Recherches 

Aerospatiales in France, CANICE by Bombardier 

Aerospace in Canada, TAICE by Turkish Aerospace 

Industry in Turkey and FENSAP by ANSYS in USA, 

there is no major ice accretion simulation package 

available in the open-source software area. As such, our 

goal in the present work is to develop an integrated ice 

accretion simulation package using the available modules 

of OpenFOAM, and to make improvements on those 

modules for fast and accurate simulations. For pre-

processing and post-processing of solutions and ice 

accretion calculations, only open-source software is used 

with the assertion that this approach has the potential for 

improving the prediction of ice formation on aircraft 

components, making room for other studies to contribute 

to the field. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 

2.1 Stages of the Method 

Ice accretion on aircraft surfaces is an unsteady 

and moving boundary phenomenon, even in steady flow 

conditions. Starting with the initial conditions, the 

equations have to be numerically integrated in time with 

$\Delta t$ time increments until the end of accretion 

process. The major stages of calculations for ice accretion 

on aerodynamic bodies consist of: 1) preparation of 

geometry, 2) generation of computational mesh, 3) setting 

up initial conditions, 4) solution of flow equations, 5) 

calculation of droplet trajectories and collection 

efficiencies, 6) thermodynamic analysis for ice thickness 

calculations, 7) modification of geometry due to ice 

thickness formation, 8) regeneration of the mesh for 

modified geometry, and 9) advancing in time and 

repeating steps 4 thru' 9 until the end of the exposure time. 

Typically, the geometry of the body changes after each 

time step as water droplets freeze on the body surface. 

Hence, theoretically mesh updates close to the body are 

needed after each time step. However, since this is 
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computationally expensive and that geometry changes are 

relatively small, the mesh updates are made after several 

time steps forming multiple layers, or even never, during 

the exposure time of the simulations depending on the 

flow and icing conditions, as will be demonstrated with 

examples. 

 

2.2 Open-Source Software Used 

In the development of the icing simulation 

package for the present study, the authors decided to stay 

strictly with open-source software, the most prominent one 

of which is OpenFOAM which is a finite volume-based 

software designed to simulate a variety of continuum 

mechanics problems[5]. It includes specialized solvers for 

incompressible flow, compressible flow, conduction heat 

transfer, conjugate heat transfer, electrodynamics, solid 

dynamics, etc. For fluid flows, various solvers are 

available such as potentialFoam for potential flow, 

simpleFoam for viscous incompressible flow and 

sonicFoam for viscous compressible flow [6]. For flow 

simulations of ice accretion, we use the incompressible 

flow code simpleFoam since ice accretion occurs mainly 

in incompressible regimes. A Lagrangian solver named 

“icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam” is used to compute 

droplet trajectories. To predict ice and water layer 

formations, a model called “Extended Messinger Model” 

for heat and mass transfer [7] is applied to flow and 

trajectory calculations, where Octave is used as a high-

level open-source programming language for scientific 

computing. Octave has a large number of built-in 

functions for numerical solutions and graphical 

visualizations similar to Matlab [8]. Using Octave, 

thickness calculations can be made to ice and water layers 

formed on the airfoil surface and temperature distribution 

taking place across these layers. The other open-source 

packages used in this study include GMSH, which is 

geometry and mesh generation software and PARAVIEW, 

which is visualization software. 

 

3. FLUID FLOW SOLUTION 

 

3.1 Geometry Creation and Mesh Generation 

In this study, NACA 0012 airfoil is selected 

because of the availability of detailed numerical and 

experimental icing data related to the subject in the 

literature. GMSH is used to draw the airfoil geometry and 

generate the computational meshes. The computational 

domain dimensions are extended far away from the airfoil 

to eliminate any effect related to farfield boundaries in the 

solution. The mesh points are clustered and made fine 

around the airfoil surface in order to obtain an accurate 

fluid flow solution close to the airfoil wall as shown in 

Figure-1, where the chord length is 0.53 m in the test cases 

solved. The mesh used has about 1.5 million tetrahedral 

finite volume cells. Due to the two-dimensional nature of 

the problem on the x-y plane, only one layer of tetrahedral 

grids is used in the z-direction with appropriate boundary 

conditions applied on the z-surfaces. 

 

 
a. Computational domain 

 
b. Computational mesh 

 
c. Computational mesh near the 

airfoil 
 

Figure-1. Computational domain dimensions and mesh generation. 

 

3.2 Fluid Flow Simulation 

The simpleFoam solver used here is a steady 

state, incompressible, laminar and turbulent flow solver. 

The selected icing condition cases are considered as two-

dimensional, thus requiring no computation in the z-

direction. The mesh file created using GMSH with its 

boundary conditions is converted to foam format by an 

OpenFOAM command. The solution of the incompressible 

flow around the airfoil starts with defining three folders in 

incompressible solver in OpenFOAM. The folders used as 

the input data are defined with 0, constant and system. In 

the 0 folder, the initial values of pressure and velocity are 

defined at all boundary conditions for the simulated case. 

The boundaries of the computational domain are defined 

as inlet, outlet, topandbottom, frontandback, and 

airfoilwall. All physical properties must be defined at 

these boundaries. The variable parameters for these cases 

are defined at the inlet/outlet boundaries by free stream 

velocity, at airfoil wall by no-slip condition, and by empty 

for the faces in the z-direction. The constant folder 

contains a polyMesh folder, where the meshing process is 

completely defined. The transport and turbulence 

properties are also defined in the constant folder. The 

system folder has three control files: fvSchemes, 

fvSolution, and controlDict files. The fvSchemes file is for 

selecting discretization schemes, the fvSolution file is for 

relaxation and conversion parameters, and the controlDict 

file for controlling the simulation time and output data. 

The Spalart Allmaras model is used to simulate the flow 

turbulence properties. Gauss linear and Gauss linear 

upwind are used for Navier-Stokes equations 

discretization. SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for 

Pressure-Linked Equations), GAMG (Generalized 

Geometric-Algebraic Multi-Grid), and Gauss Seidel 
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methods are used for solving the governing equations and 

smoothing the solution. The following form of 

incompressible flow equations are solved [9]: 

Continuity equation 

 

∇. �⃗� = 0                                                                            (1) 

 

Momentum equation 

 

𝜌
𝐷�⃗⃗� 

𝐷𝑡
= 𝜌𝑔 − ∇𝑝 + 𝜇∇2V⃗⃗                                                  (2) 

 

where 𝜌 is the density (kg/m3), p is the pressure (N/m2), 

�⃗� is the velocity vector (m/s), 𝜇 is dynamic viscosity 

(kg/ms), g is gravitational acceleration (m/s2) and t is time 

(s). 

 

3.3 Calculation of Convective Heat Transfer  

      Coefficients 

The OpenFOAM utility wallGradU is a post-

processing command used to compute the velocity 

gradient for each mesh point along the airfoil surface. 

Paraview is used as a post-processing tool coupled with 

OpenFOAM and also to extract the values of velocity 

gradient and kinematic viscosity at all airfoil surface 

meshes to compute the wall shear stress at the airfoil 

surface from: 

 

𝜏 = 𝜇
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
⌋
𝑦=0

= 𝜈𝜌
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
⌋
𝑦=0

                                                (3) 

 

where 𝜏 is the wall shear stress, 𝜇 is the air dynamic 

viscosity, 
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑦
⌋
𝑦=0

 is the velocity gradient in the normal 

direction of the airfoil surface, 𝜌 is the air density and 𝜈 is 

the air kinematic viscosity. 

The convective heat transfer coefficient is an 

important parameter to accurately predict the shape and 

thickness of the ice and water layers. The heat transfer 

coefficient is calculated from wall shear stress using the 

Reynolds analogy formula [10]. The main parameters 

through the boundary layers as shown in Figure-2 are the 

shear stress and molecular conduction heat transfer. 

According to Reynolds analogy, the heat transfer 

coefficient can be obtained from the analogy of heat flux 

and momentum transfer. 

 

 
 

Figure-2. Velocity and temperature distributions close to 

the airfoil surface. 

 

The convective heat transfer coefficient for the 

laminar or turbulent boundary layer can be computed 

using the equation below: 

 

ℎ𝑐 ≈ 𝜌∞ 𝑈∞𝐶𝑝𝐶𝑓/2                                                         (4) 

 

where ℎ𝑐 is the convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝜌∞ is 

the free stream density,  𝑈∞is the free stream velocity, 𝐶𝑝is 

the air specific heat and 𝐶𝑓is the skin friction coefficient 

computed from wall shear stress.      

 

4. CALCULATION OF WATER DROPLET  

    TRAJECTORIES 

 

4.1 Possible Approaches 

Trajectory computation of supercooled water 

droplets is the second module of ice accretion prediction 

package. Droplet trajectories can be simulated using either 

a Lagrangian or Eulerian approach. In the Lagrangian 

approach, the trajectory of each droplet must be tracked 

from the initial releasing until it either hits the airfoil 

surface or escapes from it. The trajectory is calculated by 

solving the governing equations of droplet’s motion based 

on Newton’s second law. The acting forces on the water 

droplets are gravity, buoyancy, and drag forces. The air 

velocity distribution obtained from the fluid flow solution 

around the airfoil is required to solve the droplet 

trajectory. In the Eulerian method, two phases are used 

where the water droplets are considered as a separate 

phase within the air phase. Water droplet continuity and 

momentum equations are solved with the governing 

equations of air flow to determine the droplet and 

impacting regions. In this work, the Lagrangian approach 

is selected [11], [12], [13], [14]. 

 

4.2 Lagrangian Approach 

In this approach, water droplets are considered 

spherical in shape and they do not affect the air flow. The 

governing equations are [15]: 

 

𝑚
𝑑2𝑥𝑝

𝑑𝑡2 = −𝐷 cos 𝛾 + 𝑚𝑔 sin 𝛾                                       (5) 

 

𝑚
𝑑2𝑦𝑝

𝑑𝑡2 = −𝐷 sin 𝛾 + 𝑚𝑔 cos 𝛾                                       (6) 

 

γ = tan−1(
ẏp−v

ẋp−u
)                                                              (7) 

 

where 𝑥𝑝 and 𝑦𝑝 are the droplet position coordinates, 

�̇�𝑝and �̇�𝑝 are the droplet velocity components, 𝑢 and 𝑣 are 

the air flow velocity components, 𝛾 is the angle between 

the droplet velocity and air flow velocity, and α is the 

angle of attack.   

The drag force D is a function of drag coefficient 

CD droplet cross section area AP air density 𝜌 and the 

relative velocity V of droplets. 

 

𝐷 =
1

2
𝜌 𝑉2 𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐷                                                              (8) 
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Relative velocity (V) is a function of air and 

droplet velocities: 

 

𝑉 = √(�̇�𝑝 − 𝑢)
2
+ (�̇�𝑝 − 𝑣)

2
                                         (9) 

 

Drag coefficient (CD) is based on Reynolds 

number (Re) [16]: 

 

𝐶𝐷 =
24

𝑅𝑒
(1 + 0.197 ∗ Re0.63 + 2.6 ∗ 10−4 ∗ Re1.38)  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑒 ≤

3500                                                                                (10) 

 

𝐶𝐷 =
24

𝑅𝑒
(1.699 ∗ 10−5 ∗  Re1.92)  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑒 > 3500      (11) 

 

For droplet trajectory calculations, OpenFOAM 

Lagrangian solver icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam is 

selected as a transient solver for the passive transport of a 

single kinematic particle cloud requiring a flowfield 

solution as the required data. For multi-layer calculations, 

this solver can be used after flowfield calculations for each 

layer. It is one-way coupling, where there is no effect from 

water droplets on the air flow. It has a high capacity to 

couple with the flowfield variables. Many parameters of 

this solver can be modified such as: particles cloud 

properties, positions, and collision [15], [17].  

 

4.3 Collection Efficiency Calculation 

In the Lagrangian approach, the water droplets 

are arranged in a vertical line far upstream the airfoil 

leading edge, and their motion starts when they are 

released and tracked until impacting the airfoil surface or 

escaping away. The obtained output data from the 

trajectory calculations are the number of impacting 

droplets, their mass and locations on the airfoil surface. By 

using the Paraview program, the coordinates of the 

impacting droplets are extracted and used to determine an 

important icing parameter referred to as the collection 

efficiency (𝛽)\. In the simulation, water droplet particles 

released far away from the airfoil leading edge initially 

have a fixed distance between them (∆𝑌=0.0009434 C, 

where C is the airfoil chord length) and they move in 

downstream direction under the effect of air velocity. In 

the cases analyzed here, the vertical line is placed about 

9.434 chord lengths upstream from the leading edge of the 

airfoil and chord lengths above and below the mid-surface 

of the airfoil. Typically, 8,000 droplets are released from 

the initial position, forming a vertical line of clouds of 

length 7.547 C. For a positive angle of attack, the intensity 

of impinging droplets is high at the lower surface behind 

the leading edge and decreases along the upper and lower 

airfoil surfaces downstream. The collection efficiency 

values 𝛽 along the impacting surface are calculated using 

the following equation: 

 

β =
∆Y

∆S
                                                                             (12) 

 

where ∆𝑌is the vertical distance between two droplets at 

the releasing or injection position, and ∆S is the 

corresponding distance between the same droplets along 

the airfoil impingement surface. 

 

5. THERMODYNAMIC MODEL 

 

5.1 Extended Messinger Model 

In order to predict ice and water layer thicknesses 

which are indicated schematically in Figure-3, mass and 

heat balances are required for each control volume along 

the upper and lower airfoil surfaces. The icing process on 

the airfoil surface is based on the phase-change 

phenomenon (Stefan problem). The Extended Messinger 

Model is used to simulate the governing equations of mass 

and heat fluxes [7].  

 

 
 

Figure-3. Ice and water layers. 

 

The governing equations of the icing process [18] 

are: 

The energy equation in the ice layer:  

 
∂T

∂t
=

Ki

ρiCpi

∂2T

∂y2                                                                  (13) 

 

The energy equation in the water layer: 

 
∂θ

∂t
=

Kw

ρwCpw

∂2θ

∂y2                                                               (14) 

 
The conservation of mass equation:  

 

ρi
∂B

∂t
+ ρw

∂h

∂t
= ρaβv∞ + ṁin − ṁe,sub                           (15) 

 

The phase change equation at the ice/water 

interface: 

 

ρiLF
∂B

∂t
= Ki

∂T

∂y
− Kw

∂θ

∂y
                                                       (16) 

 
where T and 𝜃 are the temperatures, 𝐾𝑖 and 𝐾𝑤are the 

thermal conductivities, and 𝐶𝑝𝑖 and 𝐶𝑝𝑤 are the specific 

heats of ice and water layers, respectively. B is the ice 

layer thickness and h is the water layer thickness, 𝜌𝑎𝛽𝑣∞is 

the impinging mass of the water droplets, �̇�𝑖𝑛 is the mass 

entering control volumes due to the runback water, �̇�𝑒,𝑠𝑢𝑏 

is either the mass of the evaporated or sublimated water 

depending on the conditions, 𝜌𝑖 and 𝐿𝐹 are the ice density 

and latent heat generated due to solidification. The ice 

density has two values: 𝜌𝑟 is the rime ice density and 𝜌𝑔is 

the glaze ice density. 
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5.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions 

The following assumptions are used to calculate 

ice and water thicknesses and temperature distributions 

through them: 

 

▪ The ice is in perfect contact with the airfoil surface 

and is taken to be equal to the ambient temperature 𝑇𝑎 

𝑇(0, 𝑡) = 𝑇𝑠 = 𝑇𝑎                                                           (17) 

 

▪ The temperature is continuous at the ice/water 

interface boundary and it is equal to the freezing 

temperature 𝑇𝑓 

𝑇(𝐵, 𝑡) = 𝜃(𝐵, 𝑡) = 𝑇𝑓                                                  (18) 

 

▪ At the ice/air interface (rime ice) and water/air 

interface (glaze ice) boundaries, the heat transfer flux 

per unit area is determined by: 

−Ki
∂T

∂y
= (Qc + Qd + Qs+ Qr) − (Qa + Qk +

 Qin+ Ql)  at y = B                                                        (19) 

 

−Kw
∂θ

∂y
= (Qc + Qd+ Qe+ Qr) − (Qa + Qk +

 Qin)  at y = B + h                                                         (20) 

 

where 𝑄𝑐, 𝑄𝑑, 𝑄𝑒 , 𝑄𝑠, 𝑄𝑟 , 𝑄𝑎, 𝑄𝑘,𝑄𝑙  and  𝑄𝑖𝑛 are the 

energy fluxes defined in Section 5.3. 

 

▪ The airfoil is initially clean at time t= 0, ice thickness 

(B) = 0 and water layer height (h) = 0. 

5.3 Calculation of Heat Fluxes 

The heat transfer fluxes associated with the 

phenomenon[7], [18] are expressed using the following 

formula:  

Heat loss by convection (𝑄𝑐): 

 

Qc = hc(Tsur − Ta)                                                        (21) 

 

where ℎ𝑐 is the convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟is 

the surface temperature, and 𝑇𝑎 is the ambient 

temperature. 

Cooling by incoming droplets (𝑄𝑑): 

 

Qd = ρaβv∞Cpw(Tsur − Ta)                                          (22) 

 

Heat loss by evaporation (𝑄𝑒): 

 

Qe = Xe ϵ0(Tsur − Ta)  and   Xe =
0.622 hcLE

CpPtLe
2/3                 (23) 

 

where 𝜖0=27.03 is the saturation vapor pressure constant, 

𝑃𝑡 is the free stream total pressure, 𝐿𝐸 is the latent heat of 

evaporation and 𝐿𝑒 is the Lewis number. 

Heat loss by sublimation ( 𝑄𝑠): 

 

Qs = Xs ϵ0(Tsur − Ta)  and  Xs =
0.622 hcLs

CpPtLe
2/3                   (24) 

where  𝜖0=27.03, 𝑃𝑡 is the free stream total pressure, 𝐿𝑠 is 

the latent heat of sublimation and 𝐿𝑒is the Lewis number. 

Heat loss by radiation (𝑄𝑟): 

 

Qr = 4 ϵσrTa
3(Tsur − Ta)                                             (25) 

 

where 𝜖is the surface emissivity and 𝜎𝑟 is the Stefan-

Boltzmann constant. 

Heat gain by aerodynamic heating (𝑄𝑎): 

 

Qa =
r hc v∞

2

2 Cpa
                                                                          (26) 

 

Heat gain by the kinetic energy of incoming 

droplets (𝑄𝑘): 

 

Qk =
1

2
ρaβv∞

3                                                               (27) 

 

Heat brought by runback water ( 𝑄𝑖𝑛): 

 

Qin = ṁinCpw(Tsur − Ta)                                             (28) 

 

Latent heat of solidification (𝑄𝑙): 

 

Ql = ρrLF
∂B

∂t
= LF(ρaβv∞ + ṁin − ṁsub)                      (29) 

 

where 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟  is the temperature at ice surface for the rime 

ice or at water surface for the glaze ice. 

 

5.4 Rime Ice Thickness and Temperature Distribution     

      in the Ice Layer 

Using the conservation of mass equation 15, the 

rime ice thickness can be determined directly from the 

governing equation because all the impinging water 

freezes immediately. 

Under these conditions, the rime ice growth rate 

(
𝜕𝐵

𝜕𝑡
) is determined from equation 15(h=0): 

 
∂B

∂t
=

ρaβv∞+ṁin−ṁsub

ρr
                                                            (30) 

 

From which the rime ice thickness (B) is obtained 

as: 

 

B(t) =
ρaβv∞+ṁin−ṁsub

ρr
t                                                      (31) 

 

For ice thickness less than 2.4 cm, which is the 

case for most applications [7], the temperature distribution 

is governed by: 

 
∂2T

∂y2 = 0                                                                                     (32) 

 

Integrating equation 32 twice and using the 

boundary conditions, we obtain 

 

T(y) = Tsur +
(Qa+Qk+ Qin+Ql)−(Qc+Qd+ Qe+ Qr)

Ki+B(Qc+Qd+ Qe+ Qr)/(Tsur−Ta)
y           (33) 
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5.5 Glaze Ice Thickness and Temperature Distribution  

      in Ice and Water Layers 

The temperature distribution in the ice and water 

layers is governed by 

 
∂2T

∂y2 = 0 ,
∂2θ

∂y2 = 0                                                                    (34) 

 

Integrating equation 34 twice and using the 

boundary conditions in equations 19 and 20 gives the 

temperature distribution in ice 𝑇(𝑦) and water 𝜃(𝑦)layers 

as follows: 

 

T(y) = Tsur +
(Tf−Ts)

B
y                                                  (35) 

 

θ(y) = Tf +
(Qa+Qk+ Qin)−(Qc+Qd+ Qe+ Qr)

Kw+h(Qc+Qd+ Qe+ Qr) (Tsur−Ta)⁄
 (y − B)     (36) 

 

The water layer height expression ℎ(𝑡) can be 

obtained by integrating once the equation of mass 

conservation as follows: 

 

h(t) =
ρaβv∞+ṁin−ṁe

ρw
(t − tg) +

ρg

ρw
(B − Bg)                 (37) 

 

where 𝐵𝑔 is the ice thickness at the first appearance of 

glaze ice and 𝑡𝑔 is the corresponding time. 

If equations 35 and 36 are inserted into equation 

16, the following first order differential equation is 

obtained for calculating glaze ice thickness. 

 

ρg LF
∂B

∂t
=

Ki(Tf−Ts)

B
+ Kw

(Qa+Qk)−(Qc+Qd+ Qe+ Qr− Qin)

Kw+h(Qc+Qd+ Qe+ Qr− Qin) (Tf−Ta)⁄
   (38) 

 

The glaze ice thickness is found by solving the 

differential equation numerically using the Fourth-Order 

Runge-Kutta method in Octave. 

 

5.6 Freezing Fraction and Runback Water Strategy 

In order to find the ice thickness at the first 

appearance of glaze ice 𝐵𝑔 and the corresponding time 𝑡𝑔, 

the ice growth rate for both types is the same. At  𝐵 = 𝐵𝑔, 

we have: 

 
∂B

∂t
⌋
rime

=
∂B

∂t
⌋
glaze

                                                                  (39) 

Inserting equation 30 into equation 38 gives: 

 

Bg =
Ki(Tf−Ts)

(ρaβv∞+ṁin−ṁsub)LF+(Qa+Qk+ Qin)−(Qc+Qd+ Qe+ Qr)
(40) 

 

tg =
ρr

(ρaβv∞+ṁin−ṁsub)
Bg                                              (41) 

 

Rime ice freezing fraction  

 

FF =
ρr B

(ρaβv∞+ṁin) t
= 1          for t < tg                            (42) 

 

Glaze ice freezing fraction 

 

FF =
ρr B + ρg(B−Bg)

(ρaβv∞+ṁin) t
= 1          for t ≥ tg                           (43) 

 

Runback water initiates from all the unfrozen 

water running back along the upper airfoil surface to the 

neighboring downstream control volumes. For the lower 

surface, all runback water sheds under the effect of 

gravity.   

Runback water mass flow rate (�̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡) 

 

ṁout = (1 − FF)(ρaβv∞ + ṁin) − ṁe                            (44) 

 

The evaporating mass (�̇�𝑒) and sublimating mass 

�̇�𝑠𝑢𝑏 equations are: 

 

ṁe =
 Qe

 LE
         and       ṁsub =

 Qs

 Ls
                                       (45) 

 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

6.1 Test Cases 

Table-1 shows the icing condition cases selected for 

simulation using the OpenFOAM and Octave packages. 

Due to temperature conditions, cases 27 and 33 lead to 

rime ice formation, while all others lead to glaze ice 

formation. The experimental and numerical data are 

available from NASA, DRA and ONERA for these cases 

[19]. The OpenFOAM simulation results are compared 

with the corresponding experimental and numerical data. 

 

 

Table-1. Icing condition cases on NACA0012 airfoil [19]. 
 

Case No 
Chord 

(m) 

AOA 

(deg) 

𝒗∞ 

(m/s) 

𝑻∞ 

(K) 

𝑷∞ 

(KPa) 

LWC 

(g/m3) 

MVD 

(microns) 

Exposure 

Time (s) 

27 0.53 4.0 58.1 245.2 95.61 95.61 20 480 

33 0.53 4.0 93.89 242.5 92.06 92.06 20 372 

29 0.53 4.0 58.1 259.1 95.61 95.61 20 480 

30 0.53 4.0 58.1 266.3 95.61 95.61 20 480 

31 0.53 4.0 58.1 269.1 95.61 95.61 20 480 

34 0.53 4.0 93.89 256.4 92.06 92.06 20 372 

35 0.53 4.0 93.89 260.8 92.06 92.06 20 372 
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6.2 Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculations 

For the glaze ice cases, the convective heat 

transfer coefficients have to be estimated. To do so, the 

velocity gradients along the airfoil surface are obtained 

from the flowfield solution. Wall shear stress is calculated 

for the entire airfoil surface. The skin friction coefficient is 

computed as a function of shear stress, free stream 

velocity and air density. Because the flow is at four 

degrees angle of attack, the stagnation point is located on 

the airfoil lower surface downstream of the leading edge. 

The velocity has a zero value at the stagnation point, 

accelerating along the upper and lower airfoil surfaces. 

The velocity gradients have a minimum value at the 

stagnation point and increase along the upper and lower 

airfoil surface. Values of convective heat transfer 

coefficient in this study are calculated based on the 

Reynolds analogy equation 4. The obtained values of heat 

transfer coefficient for glaze ice cases 29, 30, 31, 34 and 

35 are in the same ranges and similar trends when 

compared with the literature. Figure-4 shows the values of 

convective heat transfer coefficient for case 29 with two 

layers [20], [21], [22], [23]. 

 

 
 

Figure-4. Convective heat transfer coefficient for glaze 

ice case 29 with two layers. 

 

6.3 Collection Efficiency Calculations 

Post-processing of droplet trajectory simulation 

provides the impingement limits, impingement region, 

number of impacting droplets, and their coordinates. The 

impingement limits identify the limiting trajectories where 

droplets inside these boundaries impinge the airfoil 

surfaces and those outside them do not hit the airfoil 

surfaces and move away from them. The impingement 

region is the surface area located between the 

impingement limits. The local collection efficiency (β) is 

the ratio of the distance between two droplets at the 

release point to the corresponding distance between the 

same droplets along the airfoil surface. Equation 12 is 

used to calculate the values of collection efficiency along 

the impingement region. The total collection efficiency 

(βTotal) is defined as the ratio of the total distance between 

the limiting trajectories at the release point to the vertical 

distance between the impingement limits on the airfoil 

surface[11]. 

 

6.3.1 Case 27 with four layers 

Figure-5 displays the prediction of collection 

efficiency using OpenFOAM for the rime ice case 27 with 

four layers. The collection efficiency curves are smooth in 

the first layer and have fluctuations for the second, third, 

and fourth layers due to ice formation. The smoothing 

technique by averaging method is used to minimize these 

fluctuations and obtain fitted collection efficiency curves. 

All collection efficiency curves have the maximum 

intensity of points close to the stagnation point and extend 

more along the lower airfoil surface.  

 

 
 

Figure-5. Collection efficiency for the rime ice case 27 

with four layers. 

 

6.3.2 Case 29 with two layers 

Two-layer calculations of glaze ice cases are 

closer to experimental results than others for moderate 

exposure time. Figure-6 displays the collection efficiency 

values along the airfoil surface using OpenFOAM for the 

glaze ice case 29 with two layers. The collection 

efficiency curves are smooth for the first layer and has 

fluctuations in the second layer due to irregular shape of 

the ice surface. The maximum intensity of pointsare close 

to the stagnation point. The number of water droplets in 

the first curve shows that the distribution of sticking 

droplets for the first layer is small along the upper surface, 

but large along the lower surface. The second curve shows 

that the distribution of water droplets for the second layer 

changes and the intensity of sticking droplets become high 

around the airfoil leading edge point on both upper and 

lower airfoil surfaces.  

 

 
 

Figure-6. Collection efficiency for the glaze ice case 29 

with two layers. 
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6.4 Thermodynamic Model Results 

The transient ice thickness variations for glaze ice 

are obtained by numerical integrating equation 38 using 

the numerical analysis code Octave. The results of case 29 

with one-layer calculations are presented here to explain 

how the glaze ice properties change with time. The set of 

lines represents the history of icing on the airfoil panels 

within the impacting limits as shown in Figure-7. Panels 

are formed on the airfoil surface to identify the distances 

between the impinging droplets. In this case, 40 droplets 

impinge upon the airfoil surface; hence, 39 panels are 

formed. Panel 1 is the first panel at the upper impinging 

limit point and panel 39 is the last panel at the lower 

impinging limit. The straight lines indicate rime ice type is 

found at the initial exposure time and for the panels which 

are far downstream from the stagnation point. In turn, the 

curved lines show glaze ice formation starting after a thin 

layer of rime ice at the stagnation point. This rime ice 

layer becomes thick behind the stagnation point along the 

upper and the lower surfaces. It can be observed that panel 

39 is purely rime ice, while panel 15 changes from rime to 

glaze ice earlier than all other panels.  

 

 
 

Figure-7. Octave code computation of ice thickness for 

the case 29 on the airfoil surface. 

 

6.5 Comparison of Rime Ice Thickness Predictions  

       with the Literature  

The obtained results of rime ice predictions are 

computed based on droplet collection efficiency, free 

stream velocity and the exposure time [24]. The thickness 

of rime ice layers is ordered by the number of layers   

according to the exposure time. For case 27 with one 

layer, the exposure time is 480 seconds, 240 seconds for 

case 27 with two layers, 120 seconds for case 27 with four 

layers and 80 seconds for case 27 with six layers. For case 

33, the exposure time is 372 seconds for one layer, 186 

seconds for two layers, 93 seconds for four layers and 62 

seconds for six layers. 

 

6.5.1 Case 27 

Figure-8a shows a comparison of the obtained 

rime ice results using OpenFOAM with the corresponding 

experimental and numerical data for case 27. OpenFOAM 

simulations include simulation with one layer, two layers, 

four layers and six layers. It can be seen that the 

predictions of ice shape and thickness are improved using 

the multi-layer approach for rime ice. For the single-layer, 

the prediction of ice shape, impingement limits, ice 

volume and thickness are over-estimated in all locations. 

For two layers, there are improvements in the prediction of 

ice shape and thickness on both sides of the experimental 

ice accretion. Ice thickness at the airfoil leading edge is 

over-estimated compared with the experimental curve. For 

four and six layers, there is an improvement and match in 

the prediction of ice shape and thickness within most 

points of the experimental curve. Ice thickness at the 

airfoil leading edge is improved with slight over-

estimation. 

 

6.5.2 Case 33 

Comparison of rime ice results obtained using 

OpenFOAM with the corresponding experimental and 

numerical data for the case 33 are shown in Figure-8b. 

OpenFOAM simulation for this case includes simulation 

with one, two, four and six layers. It can be seen that the 

predictions of ice shape and thickness are improved with 

dividing exposure time to multi layers. For single layer, 

the prediction of ice shape, impingement limits, ice 

volume and thickness are over-estimated. For two layers, 

there is an improvement in the prediction of ice shape and 

thickness at both sides, but has an over-estimation at the 

airfoil leading edge. For four and six layers, there is an 

improvement and matching in the prediction of ice shape 

and thickness in the most points of the experimental curve 

with slight over-estimation at the airfoil leading edge. 
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(a) Case 27 

 
(b) Case 33 

 

Figure-8. Comparison of rime ice accretion between OpenFOAM and experimental data for the cases 27 and 33. 

 

6.6 Comparison of Glaze Ice Thickness Predictions  

      with the Literature 

Glaze ice thickness for cases 29, 30, 31, 34 and 

35 are computed using the OpenFOAM and Octave code, 

and compared with the corresponding experimental and 

numerical data [19]. The thickness of glaze ice layers 

depends on the duration of exposure to the icing 

conditions and other icing factors. Figure-9 shows a 

comparison between the glaze ice results obtained using 

OpenFOAM modules and Octave code with the 

experimental and numerical data for all cases with two 

layers. The obtained results are reasonable and acceptable 

for all glaze ice cases with two layers. We can observe a 

good prediction of impingement limits, a good matching 

with the lower and upper parts of the experimental curve 

and at the leading edge, and slight under-estimation of the 

horns in cases 31 and 35. Although using multi-layer 

solutions should theoretically be more accurate than a 

single-layer solution, our experience with glaze ice 

formations showed that solutions after two layers gave less 

accurate results. This is attributed to the inaccuracies 

accumulated due to ice formation complexity at higher 

levels, which deteriorate mesh resolutions. In a similar 

fashion DRA has also reported that the glaze ice 

predictions with one layer gave better agreements with the 

experimental data than the multi-layer approach for the 

same test cases [19]. 
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(a) Case 29 

 
(b) Case 30 

 
(c) Case 31 

 
(d) Case 34 

 
(e) Case 35 

 

 

Figure-9. Comparison of glaze ice accretion between OpenFOAM with two layers and experimental data for the cases 

29, 30, 31, 34 and 35. 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we simulate ice accretion on aircraft 

wing surfaces using open-source packages in four 

modules: fluid flow module, trajectory module, 

thermodynamic and ice calculation module, and geometry 

updating module. An aerodynamic solver simpleFoam is 

used to simulate and solve the fluidflow within the 

boundary conditions of all icing cases. The Lagrangian 

solver icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam is used to 

simulate the trajectory of supercooled water droplets based 

on Newton’s second law under the effect of gravity, 

buoyancy and drag forces. The coupling process between 

the fluidflow solver simpleFoam and the trajectory solver 

icoUncoupledKinematicParcelFoam solver is achieved. 

The heat transfer coefficient as a function of the skin 

friction coefficient and free stream velocity is calculated 

based on the Reynolds analogy for laminar and turbulent 

boundary layers. An Octave code is developed to solve the 

governing equations of thermodynamic model. The 

obtained results of convective heat transfer coefficient, 

collection efficiency and ice accretion shape and thickness 

for all simulated cases are in reasonably good agreement 

with the available literature, demonstrating that the open-

source packages integrated here have the capability to 

predict the shapes and thicknesses of rime and glaze ice 

accretion problems with reasonable accuracy. 
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